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Abstract: Flood events represent some of the most catastrophic natural disasters, especially in 
localities where appropriate measurement instruments and early warning systems are not 
available. Remotely sensed data can often help to obtain near real-time rainfall information with a 
global spatial coverage without the limitations that characterize other instruments. In order to 
achieve this goal, a freely accessible Extreme Rainfall Detection System 
(ERDS—erds.ithacaweb.org) was developed and implemented by ITHACA with the aim of 
monitoring and forecasting exceptional rainfall events and providing information in an 
understandable way for researchers as well as non-specialized users. The near real-time rainfall 
monitoring is performed by taking advantage of NASA GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement) 
IMERG (Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals for GPM) half-hourly data (one of the most advanced 
rainfall measurements provided by satellite). This study aims to evaluate ERDS performance in the 
detection of the extreme rainfall that led to a massive flood event in Queensland (Australia) 
between January and February 2019. Due to the impressive amount of rainfall that affected the 
area, Flinders River (one of the longest Australian rivers) overflowed, expanding to a width of tens 
of kilometers. Several cities were also partially affected and Copernicus Emergency Management 
Service was activated with the aim of providing an assessment of the impact of the event. In this 
research, ERDS outputs were validated using both in situ and open source remotely sensed data. 
Specifically, taking advantage of both NASA MODIS (Moderate-resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer) and Copernicus Sentinel datasets, it was possible to gain a clear look at the full 
extent of the flood event. GPM data proved to be a reliable source of rainfall information for the 
evaluation of areas affected by heavy rainfall. By merging these data, it was possible to recreate the 
dynamics of the event. 
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1. Introduction 

According to the Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), heavy rainfall affected 
Queensland (Australia) from 26 January 2019 until 9 February 2019 [1]. Several localities received 
more than four times their February average rainfall [1]. The massive amount of rainfall led to 
moderate to major flooding. 

This study aims to evaluate NASA GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement) IMERG 
(Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals for GPM) V05B early run half-hourly data [2] in the detection of 
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the extreme rainfall that led to this massive flood event by comparing the weekly accumulated 
rainfall with in situ rainfall measurements. Alerts provided by ITHACA Extreme Rainfall Detection 
System (ERDS) were analyzed in order to estimate the most affected areas. ERDS outputs were also 
validated using an automatic flooded areas extraction performed both on Sentinel-3 and on MODIS 
(Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) optical images acquired after the end of the rainy 
period. 

Obtained results highlighted that both IMERG data and ERDS outputs proved to be a reliable 
source of information for the evaluation of areas affected by heavy rainfall. 

2. Experiments 

2.1. ITHACA Extreme Rainfall Detection System 

The Extreme Rainfall Detection System is a service for the monitoring and forecasting of 
exceptional rainfall events [3]. This system provides both information on the rainfall amount and 
heavy rainfall alerts for different aggregation intervals (12, 24, 48, 72 and 96 h) using NASA GPM 
IMERG early run half-hourly data as near real-time source of rainfall measurements. Outputs are 
provided with a 0.1° spatial resolution in the latitude range between 60° N and 60° S. 

The extreme rainfall detection is based on the concept of activation threshold: an event is 
identified when the rainfall exceeds a given threshold value. An “event-identification threshold” 
(EIT) represents the amount of rainfall needed to trigger a flood event induced by extreme rainfall 
[3]. Specifically, an alert is provided if the accumulated rainfall exceeds the EIT. The proper EIT 
values were assessed in Mazzoglio et al. [3] for every previously mentioned aggregation interval. 
The proposed threshold methodology is based on threshold values equal to a percentage (p . .) of 
the mean annual precipitation. T = T. R.  ·  p . . (1)

where 
• T represents the threshold; 
• T.R. represents the total rainfall (i.e., the mean annual rainfall calculated using 10 years of 

GPCC (Global Precipitation Climatology Centre) monthly “Monitoring Product” [4]); 
• p . . is a parameter representing the fraction of the total rainfall leading to the extreme event 

identification. 

A lower bound was also applied in order to avoid very low thresholds in localities 
characterized by low mean annual precipitation (Table 1). Conversely, an upper bound was applied 
to avoid unrealistically high threshold values in localities characterized by high mean annual 
precipitation. 

Table 1. Threshold values used for the extreme rainfall detection. 

Aggregation Interval (hours) 𝐩𝐓.𝐑. (%) Lower Bound (mm) Upper Bound (mm) 
12 6 100 150 
24 8 120 210 
48 12 140 240 
72 15 170 260 
96 16 190 280 

2.2. Analysis of Rainfall Measurements and Alerts Datasets 

In this study, NASA GPM IMERG V05B early run half-hourly data were analyzed in the 
following three different time periods: 

• from 18 January 2019 23:00 UTC to 25 January 2019 22:59 UTC; 
• from 25 January 2019 23:00 UTC to 1 February 2019 22:59 UTC; 
• from 1 February 2019 23:00 UTC to 8 February 2019 22:59 UTC. 
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Specifically, a comparison with daily rainfall measurements [5] contained in the Bureau of 
Meteorology climate database, the Australian Data Archive for Meteorology (ADAM), was 
performed. The weekly difference between these two gridded products was evaluated in order to 
detect local underestimations/overestimations. 

Also, the spatial and temporal distribution of the alerts provided by ERDS were analyzed in the 
same three time periods in order to evaluate the most affected areas. 

2.3. Automatic Flooded Areas Extraction 

Freely accessible satellite images were analyzed in order to evaluate the presence and the 
temporal evolution of the flooded areas. Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images, despite their good spatial 
resolution, were discarded due to the long revisit time. Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 satellites, in fact, 
were able to cover only a small portion of Queensland in the useful time window. Sentinel-3 is 
instead characterized by a revisit time of less than two days, allowing frequent updates to be 
obtained. MODIS is designed with a daily revisit time. 

An automatic flooded areas extraction was performed both on Sentinel-3 and on MODIS 
images acquired on 10, 13, 15 and 21 February. Images acquired before 10 February could not be 
used due to the high cloud coverage. Satellite images were downloaded using Sentinel-hub 
EO-Browser [6]. 

This water extraction was performed by taking advantage of the peculiarity of the Normalized 
Difference Water Index (NDWI) in the identification of water features. This index makes use of 
near-infrared radiation and visible green light to enhance the presence of such features while 
eliminating the presence of soil and terrestrial vegetation features [7]. NDWI = G − NIRG + NIR (2)

where 

• G is the green band; 
• NIR is the near-infrared band. 

NDWI was generated from Sentinel-3 using B06 (λ center equal to 560 nm, 300 m spatial 
resolution) as the green band and B19 (λ center equal to 900 nm, 300 m spatial resolution) as the NIR 
band [8], while for MODIS it was used B04 (545–565 nm, 500 m spatial resolution) as the green band 
and B05 (1230–1250 nm, 500 m spatial resolution) as the NIR band [9]. 

Pixels characterized by an NDWI value equal to or greater than 0.1 were classified as water. 
Pixels characterized by an NDWI value lower than 0.1 were classified as no-water. 

This approach, unfortunately, suffers from drawbacks induced by false alarms in cloudy zones. 
A manual refinement of the water mask by means of visual interpretation proved to be necessary in 
order to remove false alarms induced by the presence of clouds in some portion of the images. 

3. Results 

Figure 1 compares the accumulated rainfall for three different time periods evaluated both from 
in situ and from GPM IMERG products. The first row shows the results obtained using daily rainfall 
measurements contained in the Bureau of Meteorology climate database, while the second row was 
obtained using NASA GPM IMERG early run half-hourly data. The third row shows the difference 
between these two products. 

Both in situ and satellite data confirmed that the maximum accumulated rainfall was recorded 
in the second week (the maximum value was equal to 1064 mm according to BOM and 773 mm 
according to GPM IMERG data). 

During the second week, a modest overestimation in the weekly accumulated rainfall obtained 
using IMERG data emerged in the southern part of Queensland (red zones reported in the third row 
of Figure 1). This apparent overestimation that emerged from the comparison with in situ data could 
be partly induced by the absence of measurements in the daily in situ rainfall totals. While the 
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original analysis showed zero accumulated rainfall in some parts of that area, the recalibrated 
dataset was characterized by the absence of data. 

During the third week, instead, a considerable underestimation was recorded in the central part 
of Queensland (blue zones reported in the third row of Figure 1). Also, the location of the maximum 
accumulated rainfall was subject to a modest spatial shift. 

The maximum positive weekly difference was recorded during the third week (741 mm) near 
Townsville (one of the most affected cities). The maximum negative weekly difference was instead 
recorded during the second week (−599 mm) near Normanton. 

 

Figure 1. Accumulated rainfall obtained using in situ and satellite measurements. In the graphs 
related to the differences between in situ and satellite products (third row), negative values highlight 
places were IMERG (Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurement) 
overestimated the weekly rainfall amount. The reference system is WGS84. 

Figure 2 provides an overview of the areas affected by heavy rainfall (according to ERDS near 
real-time alerts) in the three previously mentioned weeks. In the first week, alerts were provided 
only in the northern areas of Queensland. During the second and third weeks, alerts were also 
issued in the central part of Queensland. 

For a proper understanding of the results, it is important to highlight that ERDS analyzes 48 
half-hourly rainfall measurements every day. In other words, every week ERDS could provide a 
maximum of 336 half-hourly alerts. 

Figure 3 shows the automatic flooded areas extraction performed both on Sentinel-3 and on 
MODIS images. This water extraction also includes the reference water (a clip was performed only 
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over the sea). Red features represent the areas of interest analyzed by Copernicus Emergency 
Management Service [10]. A modest underestimation was visible in the flooded areas extracted 
using MODIS images. 

 

Figure 2. Number of extreme rainfall alerts provided by Extreme Rainfall Detection System (ERDS). 
The reference system is WGS84. 

 

Figure 3. Flooded areas extraction performed both on Sentinel-3 and on MODIS 
(Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) images. Dark grey zones represent areas not 
covered by the images. The first figure shows both Copernicus Emergency Management Service 
AOIs (areas of interest) and STRM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) DEM (Digital Elevation 
Model). The reference system is WGS84.  
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4. Discussion 

GPM IMERG early run half-hourly data proved to be a good source of information for rainfall 
monitoring at the regional scale. Due to the coarse spatial resolution (0.1°), local scale validation is 
recommended. 

The obtained results indicate that ERDS was able to detect the most affected areas. The 
discrepancies between flooded areas and ERDS alert locations were mainly induced by the 
characteristics of the early warning system. The system successfully provides alerts about heavy 
rainfall. No analysis regarding the areas that will be affected by flood events is performed. Further 
studies could be conducted to implement information about the morphology of the territory with 
the aim of providing information about where the flood events will occur in the future. 

5. Conclusions  

The evidence presented in this study suggest that both GPM IMERG early run data and ERDS 
outputs are reliable sources of near real-time rainfall information for the monitoring of heavy rainfall 
events. These findings have important applications for countries were an appropriate network of 
measurement instruments is still missing. 

However, a number of significant limitations must be highlighted. Modest 
underestimations/overestimations were reported in different localities, especially when a high 
rainfall rate was measured. Local-scale validation is recommended due to the native spatial 
resolution. 
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